Redesign the workplace
and maximise movement

ENHANCE

IMPROVE

REDUCE

Productivity

Mood

Pain and discomfort

Employee productivity is mutually
beneficial—just 10 minutes of
movement can increase mental focus.

Happy employees foster a more
positive work environment and
company culture.

Movement-friendly workspaces can
help reduce pain or reverse problems,
and help others stay healthy.

Happy, healthy and productive employees
Lower absenteeism and MSDs
Our innovative and ergonomic products adapt to every workstyle,
answering each individual need. By working comfortably, employees
can live a healthier lifestyle, which can lower absenteeism and
healthcare costs, especially related to musculoskeletal disorders (MSDs).

Professional-grade designs
Choosing a quality product that lasts longer reduces the total cost
of ownership and is more sustainable. Our unrivalled quality testing
supports safety for all.

Modern aesthetics
Ergotron movement solutions enhance your offices’ modern look,
with clean cable management and more desk space for you to work
the way you want to work.

Discover our solutions
Sit-stand workstations
Our JŪV™, WorkFit® and LearnFit® products are designed to easily retrofit furniture
and spaces with movement. They offer flexibility and comfort by increasing options for
positioning equipment, improving workflow, boosting social interaction, and (best of all)
helping people feel better.

JŪV
Exceptional ergonomics & styling

WorkFit-TL
Easy sit-stand desk conversion

LearnFit
Mobility with flexibility

Display mounts
Freely and effortlessly move up or down, tilt or pan for the best view and to improve
collaboration with co-workers. With options for one, two or three monitors, employees can
boost productivity with multiple screens and by freeing up workspace when not in use.

HX
Strong with premium functionality

Download additional literature at ergotron.com/pro
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MXV
Slim profile & rotation control

Content subject to change.
Patent information available at www.ergotron.com/patents.
Ergotron devices are not intended to cure, treat, mitigate or prevent any disease.

LX
Highly modular & flexible design

